A novel HPV prophylactic peptide vaccine, designed by immunoinformatics and structural vaccinology approaches.
Human papillomavirus (HPV)-caused cervical cancer is the fourth common female cancer globally. Despite availability of three effective vaccines in market, development of HPV prophylactic vaccines is still pursued due to affordability issues and type-restricted protection of the marketed vaccines. Investigational second generation prophylactic HPV vaccines are mostly exploiting epitopes from the virus minor capsid protein (L2), which despite many advantages suffer from low immunogenicity, a common problem of epitope vaccines. Adjuvants such as TLR agonists may overcome this drawback. In this study, different immunoinformatics and computational tools were employed to design a novel peptide vaccine for protection against cervical cancer. Two immunodominant epitope domains (amino acids 10-36 and 65-89) from the L2 protein of HPV 16 with potential to promote Th1, Th2, CTL, B-cell, and INF-gamma responses were selected. Flagellin, as a TLR5 agonist, a short synthetic TLR4 agonist, and two universal T-helper agonists (PADRE and TpD) were added to ensure strong induction of immune responses. Different segments were joined by proper linkers, and the physicochemical, structural, and immunological characteristics of the resultant construct were evaluated. Modeling, refinement, and validation were done to achieve a high quality 3D structure of the vaccine protein. Docking and molecular dynamics (MD) studies demonstrated an appropriate and stable interaction between the vaccine and TLR5 during the simulation period. Totally, a potential vaccine candidate with proper immunological and physicochemical properties was designed for HPV prophylaxis. The designed vaccine is expected to be capable of generating humoral and cellular responses, which are vital for protection against HPV.